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Concepts and methods from logic are influential throughout computer science. The 
Annual IEEE Symposium on Logic in Computer Science (LICS) aims to attract 
broad participation of computer scientists, whose design or research activities involve 
logic, and logicians interested in computer science. Suggested (but not exclusive) 
topics of interest include: abstract data types, computer theorem proving, concur- 
rency, data base theory, knowledge represet?^ation, fi ite model theory, lambda and 
combinatory calculi, logic programming, msdal and temporal logics, program logic 
and semantics, software specification, types and categories, constructive mathe- 
matics, verification. 
IVogramme Committee 
M. Dezani, J Mitchell, 
Y. Gurevich (chair), R. Platek, 
J. Halpern, G. Plotk:r_, 
C.A.R. Hoare, S. Rosenschein, 
G. Huet, P. Sistla, 
P. Kanellakis, J. Tiuryn, 
J.-L. Lassez, M. Wand. 
Submission of papers 
Send fourteen copies of extended abstract to the programme chairman: 
Yuri Gurevich-LICS 
ng and Computer Science epartment 
(313) 971-2652 
Uri.Gurevich@um.cc. 
to allow the programme committee to assess the merits of the paper. 
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and comparisons with related work should be included where appropriate. 
entire extended abstract should not exceed ten double-spaced pages in IO- or 12-point 
font. Late abstracts or those departing signi cantly from these guidelines run a high 
risk of not being considered. If a copier is not available to the author, a single copy 
of the abstract will do. 
The authors will be notified of acceptance or rejection by 27 January 1988. 
Accepted papers, typed on special forms for inclusion in the symposium proceedings, 
will be due 14 March 1988. 
The symposium is sponsored by the IEEE Computer Society, Techcical Committee 
on Mathematical Foundations of Computing, and the University of Edinburgh, in 
cooperation with ACM SIGACT, ASL, and EATCS. 
Organizing Committee 
J. Barwise, W. Bledsoe, A. Chandra (chair), E. Dijkstra, E. Engeler, J. Goguen, 
D. Gries, D. Kozen, 2. Manna, A. Meyer, R. Parikh, G. Plotkin, D. Scott 
General Chairperson 
Ashok K. Chandra 
IBM T.J. Watson Research Center 
P.O. Box 218 
Yorktown Heights, NY 10598, U.S.A. 
(914) 945-1752 
ashok@ibm.com 
cent advances in progra specification and verification techniques make it poss- 
to consider how simil methods can be developed for systems that must meet 
real-time constraints and which may need fault-tolerant properties. Ongoing work 
various academic and industrial centres suggests that there arc significant new 
velopmcnts in ,topics as widely ranged as providing paradigms for reliable system 
design, resolving problems of agreement in distributed systems and defining mathe- 
antics for real-time programs. arid Symposium are 
ed to serv5 ad a 
ers. Admission 
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The Symposium will follow the Workshop, from 22-23 September 1988. 
(upto 20 pages) and extended abstracts are invited for the Symposium on the 
development and use of formal techniques and mathematical reasoning in real-time 
and fault-tolerant system design. Four copies of each submission should be sent to 
the Programme Committee Chairman: papers will be refereed and the final choice 
of papers will be made by the Programme Committee. 
Deadlines 
-Papers to reach by 15 January 1988 
-Final selection by 3 1 March 1988 
-Camera-ready copy by 15 May 1988 
Programme CommiHee 
M. Joseph (Warwick)-Chairman 
G.R. Martin (Warwick) 
A. Mok (U. of Texas, Austin) 
R. Reed (GEC Telecomm.) 
F.B. Schneider (Cornell U.) 
S. Shrivastava (U. of Newcastlej 
W.-P. de Roever (Eindhoven) 
Correspondence address 
Symposium, Department 
University of Warwick 
Coventry CV4 7AL, U.K 
Tel. +44(203) 52 3193 
Telex 31406 COVLIB G 
of Computer Science 
. 
uucp: . . . !ukc!warwick!conf 
bitnet: conf%uk.ac.warwick@UKACRL.BITNET 
janet: conf@uk.ac.warwick 
darpanet: mjoseph% WARWICK.AC.UK@CS.UCL.AC.UK 
Sponsorship 
The Workshop and Symposium are being organized by the epartment of Computer 
Science, University of Warwick, with generous contributions from GEC Tele- 
communications. 
